All Fired Up!
Ceramic Switchplates

AG136 Trailing Vine

AG179 Folk Art Cat

AG182 Alf's Cat

AG200 Mosaic Leaves

AG141 Bird on Branch

AG183 Bob's Dog

AG205 Metallic Leaves

AG178 Fantasy Bird

AG185 Funky Chicken

AG225 Sunflower

AG226 Mexican Sunflower

AG250 Art Glass

AG280 Trees

AG260 French Country

AG265 Jacobean Flowers

AG258 Concentric
VT030 Cutlery

VT018 Stained Glass D-Fly

VT099 Mediterranean

VT127 Quatrefoil-Blue

VT130 Watercolour
Ceramic Bottle Stoppers

Ceramic wine bottle stoppers. Also suitable for vinegar or oil bottles. 1.25” Square

Bird Bowls

BB100 Moss
BB101 Turquoise
BB102 Purple
BB103 Sage
BB104 Sea Glass
BB105 Blush
BB106 White
BB107 Blue
BB108 Canary
BB109 Old Patina
BB110 Emerald
BB115 Buttercup
BB202 Purple
BB203 Sage
BB204 Sea Glass
BB205 Blush
BB206 White
BB207 Old Patina
BB210 Emerald
BB208 Old Patina
BB209 White
BB210 Emerald

BB104 Sea Glass
BB105 Blush
BB106 White
BB107 Blue
BB108 Canary
BB109 Old Patina
BB110 Emerald
BB115 Buttercup
BB202 Purple
BB203 Sage
BB204 Sea Glass
BB205 Blush
BB206 White
BB207 Old Patina
BB210 Emerald

Ceramic Bottle Stoppers
Regular frogs fit any standard mason jar (plus many other jars, vases or glasses). Bullfrogs fit Wide-Mouth masons. Fill the jar with water, position the frog on top, add fresh cut flowers through the holes. Candle Frogs can alternatively hold a tealight in lieu of flowers. Impressed patterns will vary.
Ceramic Wall Clocks

CL008 Loon-Sand
CL014 Monarch
CL017 Bull Moose
CL029 Songbirds
CL038 Classical Music
CL089 Lemons
CL100 Funky Chicken
CL104 Mosaic Leaves
CL107 Jacobean Flowers
CL039 Ladybug
CL042 Dfly-Bulrush
CL043 Daisy Bee
CL059 Mex. Sunfl.
CL089 Lemons
CL100 Funky Chicken
CL104 Mosaic Leaves
CL107 Jacobean Flowers
CL140 Bird Tapestry
CL155 Mosaic Sunflower
CL225 Ginkgo
CL230 Summer Tapestry
CL235 Three Leaves
CL250 Dragonfly Collage
CL255 Mission Tile
CL260 Craftsman

All clocks include a battery-operated movement. Requires one “AA” battery (not included)
Approximate dimensions: 8 x 10 3/4

Coasters

CS200 Moss
C201 Turquoise
CS202 Rust
CS204 Country Blue
CS205 White
CS220 Bird
CS225 Damask
CS230 Toile
CS235 Rooster
CS240 Deer
CS250 Botanical Dragonfly
CS255 Dragonfly Collage
CS260 Fish
CS265 Dragonfly-White
CS270 Butterfly-White
CS275 Bird-White
CS280 Toile-White
CS285 Sunflower Toile
CS290 Music

Coasters are 4.25” diameter and are sold individually. Mix and match to create your own set. The impressed patterns will vary. Each coaster has rubber protective bumper feet.
Tall Cloquettes are 3 7/8” x 7 3/4” and include a hook to hang on a wall.

Wine Tealight Holders

Fits wine/vinegar bottles and many candlesticks and candelabras.
Cloquettes are 4.25” in diameter/square and include both an easel stand for placing on a desk or shelf, and a hook to hang on a wall.

Christmas Ornaments
Please Note:

Designs only come in the sizes/items pictured. Not all designs are available in all configurations.

Due to fluctuations in kiln temperatures, and the nature of the glazes we use, colors may not be as shown in the catalog, and may vary.

All switchplates come with nylon screws. Use caution when installing. Do not overtighten. If necessary, the screws can be shortened by cutting with scissors. All clocks come with a battery-operated mechanism. They require one AA battery to operate.

Photographs are not to scale.
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